
Join over 600 professionals 
at this beloved mind-body 
conference designed to 
nourish, educate and  
empower you. 

Plus, earn up to 42.5 CE hours  
(CME and CNE also available.  
Check web site for details.)

18TH INTERNATIONAL  
ENERGY PSYCHOLOGY CONFERENCE

Changing the  
World Through  
Personal Healing  
& Transformation
June 2-5, 2016  |  Santa Clara, CA

KEYNOTES YOU DON’T 
WANT TO MISS …
Dawson Church, PhD 
Consciousness as an Epigenetic  
Intervention

Barbara Marx Hubbard 
Joining Genius to Co-Create  
a New World

Gangaji 
Our Responsibility to Peace

Bruce Lipton, PhD 
The New Biology: Energy  
Medicine Goes Mainstream

Lynne Twist 
The Soul and Energy of Money

REGISTER BY APRIL 4 TO 
SAVE UP TO $180!  
energypsychologyconference.com  

or call 619-861-2237

http://energypsychologyconference.com


You’re invited to experience  
energy psychology like  
never before …
With world-class faculty and like-minded colleagues, 
you’ll learn tools to become a more effective change 
agent for your clients, community and beyond. 

The conference reinvigorated my practice
“I was so discouraged by psychotherapy that I seriously con-
sidered giving up being a therapist. And then I heard about the 
ACEP conference. It reinvigorated my practice. I learned that 
healing doesn’t have to be this slow, slogging, messy process. 
It’s exciting! I can actually help people change.”  
– Ellen Ronka, LCMHC 

It’s a party with meaning and transformation 
“Not only have I grown as a person and a practitioner, but  
it also feels more and more like I’m coming to family. It’s  
going to be a party with an incredible amount of meaning, 
depth and transformation. So every year I come, and I leave a 
different person. Every time I come, I get something I  
didn’t expect to find.” – Ingrid Dinter, EFT Master Trainer

I travel far to attend the conference,  
and it’s worth the investment
“I live in the UK and I’ve been coming to ACEP conferences 
since 2009. I travel overseas and spend all that money be-
cause they are just that good. I attend conferences in the UK 
that are also very good, but they’re not ACEP conferences. The 
level and quality of the people at ACEP is very high. Some of 
the creators of various methods are here, and you get to see 
them, talk with them, ask them questions, and maybe even go 
to lunch with them.”  – Alfred Heath, MA, LPC

It’s an immersion experience
“This conference is the only place I know that embraces such a 
powerful diversity of disciplines and seeks to integrate them—
including energy psychology, EFT, Qigong, neuroscience, and 
trauma work. It’s an immersion experience in the language of 
subtle energy.” – Gary Peterson, MD

We welcome all helping 
professionals interested 
in integrative, mind-body 
approaches, including: 

• Licensed mental health 
professionals

• Nurses

• Physicians

• Coaches

• Energy medicine 
practitioners

• Chiropractors

• Acupuncturists 

• Educators 

• Clergy

What makes this conference different? 
Here’s what your colleagues have to say …

REGISTER BY APRIL 4 TO 
SAVE UP TO $180!  
energypsychologyconference.com  
or call 619-861-2237
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Keynotes(1.5 CE hrs each) 

Bruce Lipton, PhD

The New Biology:  
Energy Medicine Goes Mainstream 

Thursday, June 2, 5:30pm – 7:30pm

While the biological role of energy healing has been actively suppressed 
by the pharmaceutical industry, frontier science is launching a revolution 
in healthcare by providing a scientific foundation for the emerging 
field of energy medicine. The coupling of vibrational energy signatures 
and resonance in molecular communication provides a mechanistic 
understanding behind the power and effectiveness of energy modalities. 
Bruce Lipton illuminates the powerful role of energy healing practices as 
described by quantum biophysics and epigenetics.

Bruce H. Lipton, PhD, cell biologist and lecturer, is an internationally 
recognized leader in bridging science and spirit. Bruce was on the faculty 
of the University of Wisconsin’s School of Medicine and later performed 
groundbreaking stem cell research at Stanford University. He is the 
bestselling author of The Biology of Belief, The Honeymoon Effect, and 
co-author of Spontaneous Evolution.

Our Responsibility to Peace
Friday, June 3, 10:30am - 12:00pm

“I can sense an urgency in the world to fix the horrors, to do something 
to help, but these noble efforts are ultimately useless unless each of us is 
willing to stop adding to suffering by ending the war within ourselves. When 
a responsibility to end that war is felt, then our lives can be truly used in 
service to this earth and to each other.” – Gangaji

Misidentification is the root of unnecessary suffering. Gangaji offers the 
vehicle of direct self-inquiry to penetrate through the storyline of our lives 
into the core experience of our being. When we tell the truth and directly 
meet what we fear and resist, we can live freely and authentically.

Gangaji is an internationally renowned teacher and author dedicated to 
sharing a path of freedom through self-inquiry. She powerfully articulates 
how it is possible to directly experience the truth of who you are and, in that, 
discover true peace and lasting fulfillment.

Consciousness as an 
Epigenetic Intervention 
Friday, June 3, 8:00am - 10:00am

Genes that code for stress hormones 
like cortisol are regulated by emotions. 
Research shows that meditation, 
relaxation, and acupressure are able to 
change gene expression, downregulating 
inflammatory genes, and upregulating 
immunity genes. Our ability to regulate 
our own gene expression epigenetically 
has revolutionary implications for the 
field of public health and evolutionary 
biology. Dawson Church examines  
the implications of this interaction  
on the future evolution of our species  
and the planet.

Dawson Church, PhD, is the award-
winning author of The Genie in Your 
Genes. He founded the National Institute 
for Integrative Healthcare to study and 
implement promising evidence-based 
psychological and medical techniques. 
Dawson’s groundbreaking research 
has been published in prestigious 
scientific journals. He is  editor of  
Energy Psychology: Theory, Research,  
& Treatment, and founder of  
EFTUniverse.com.

Dawson Church, PhD

Gangaji, Spiritual 
Teacher 

“All the leaders of the field are 
here—and they’re accessible!“
“If you’ve been reading all these wonderful books, when you come to this  
conference, the authors and founders of healing modalities are here.  
They’re accessible, and they’re friendly. It’s amazing to engage in  
conversations with them.”   – Shoshana Garfield, PhD

View objectives and profession 
specific CE eligibility

All sessions are noted with available CE hours. Not all courses are eligible for each CE type  
(e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer to the website for details.
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Invited 
Presentations
Saturday, June 4, 4:30pm -5:30pm

Keynotes continued (1.5 CE hrs each) 

Lynne Twist,  
Global Visionary

The Soul and Energy of Money
Saturday, June 4, 8:00am - 10:00am

Perhaps the greatest taboo in therapy is discussing money. Almost 
everyone, from the very wealthy to the resource poor, experiences fear 
and stress around money. Based on her best-selling book, The Soul of 
Money, Lynne Twist examines the harsh realities of a money culture that 
holds us back from achieving our highest potential and realizing our 
greatest aspirations. By looking at our own financial “story” and the ways 
our beliefs have limited and constricted our relationship with money, 
we can re-conceptualize money. This presentation offers new pathways 
for therapists and coaches to help clients realign their relationship with 
money and discover their own sufficiency and inner wealth.

Lynne Twist is a recognized global visionary committed to alleviating 
poverty and hunger and supporting social justice and environmental 
sustainability. From working with Mother Teresa in Calcutta to the 
refugee camps in Ethiopia and the threatened rainforests of the Amazon, 
Lynne’s on-the-ground work has brought her a deep understanding of 
the social tapestry of the world and the historical landscape of the times 
we are living in. Author of The Soul of Money, she founded the Soul of 
Money Institute and The Pachamama Alliance.

The Nature of Prana in Daily 
Living   (1 CE hr)

Prana and chi (life force) are 
fundamental concepts to 
both Asian medical systems 
of healing and spiritual 
practices. In this presentation 
David Crow will describe how 
we can help clients perceive 

the functioning of different levels of prana and 
chi in the body, mind and environment. He 
will also describe how this can lead them to a 
greater understanding of how to increase vitality 
and immunity, make better dietary and lifestyle 
choices, and deepen spiritual awareness. 

David Crow, LAc, is a world-renowned author, 
healer and thought-leader. His work is largely 
focused on the synthesis of botanical medicine, 
ecology and spirituality. He is the founding 
director of Floracopeia Aromatic Treasures and 
cofounder of The Learning Garden, one of the 
country’s largest school gardens.

Consciousness, Healing and the 
Future of Medicine   (1 CE hr)

How does consciousness 
reach through the skin and 
facilitate physical as well 
as mental, emotional and 
spiritual healing? How 
can these understandings 
help us create the paradigm shifts that are so 
desperately needed in science and medicine? 
Shamini Jain will discuss current scientific 
insights surrounding the role of consciousness 
on healing. Drawing from diverse and evolving 
disciplines including East Indian philosophy, 
biofield science, and psychoneuroimmunology 
(PNI), Shamini’s discussion will lead us 
to envision the imminent future, where 
consciousness will be understood to be at the 
heart of healing and medicine.

Shamini Jain, PhD, is assistant professor in 
psychiatry at UC San Diego and is an active 
member of the UC San Diego Center for 
Integrative Medicine. She is founder and 
director of the Consciousness and Healing 
Initiative. Shamini has won numerous awards 
from scientific societies for her research in PNI 
and integrative medicine.

Joining Genius to Co-Create a New World
Sunday, June 5, 2:00pm – 3:30pm

Barbara will offer three key elements to becoming empowered—required if 
you want to make a larger difference in the world. These elements are: an 
evolutionary vision of the possible world being born in our midst; a sense of 
vocation and awakening creativity to contribute to that larger purpose; and 
a way of “joining genius” with others to awaken newness, wholeness and 
vocational arousal. The Wheel of Co-Creation is a vehicle for the next level 
of connecting separate groups and people to co-create a new world.   

Barbara Marx Hubbard, called “the voice for conscious evolution of our time” 
by Deepak Chopra and “the mother of invention” by Neale Donald Walsh, is 
an author, visionary, social innovator, educator and founder of the Foundation 
for Conscious Evolution. In 1984, her name was placed in nomination for the 
Vice Presidency of the United States on the Democratic ticket. 

Barbara Marx  
Hubbard, Futurist

View objectives and profession specific CE eligibility
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7th Annual Research Symposium
Thursday, June 2, 8:30am – 4:30pm

Knowing the science behind energy psychology/energy healing can help you communi-
cate more effectively with doctors and other referral sources. It can also help you with 
skeptical clients. Join us for ACEP’s 7th annual research symposium and learn about the 
latest research being done by some of the world’s leading scientists and clinicians. 

Keynote:  Peta Stapleton, PhD, clinical psychologist and program director of the masters 
of clinical psychology program at Bond University, Australia. She is the lead author of 
several randomized clinical trials investigating the efficacy of EFT. 

Symposium Coordinator: John Freedom, CEHP, counselor, educator and trainer. Author 
of Heal Yourself with Emotional Freedom Technique, he serves as chair of ACEP’s research 
committee.

Gala Dinner & Dance Party
Saturday, June 4, 7:00pm – midnight, $70

Bring your dancing shoes and get ready to party. We guarantee 
the dance floor will fill in 10 seconds flat! You’ll also enjoy a  
delicious dinner and awards ceremony.

Together We Light Up the World
Friday, June 3, 8:00pm – 10:00pm, $30

Help break a Guinness record at this special  
event and concert in celebration of peace,  
connectivity and global healing.
Part of ACEP’s mission is to educate helping professionals and the 
public about our bio-electric nature as a path to healing. To model 
this, we’ve set an audacious goal to break the Guinness Record for 
the longest human electrical circuit. This gathering will also raise 
funds for trauma relief efforts that use energy psychology methods 
in impacted communities.

“David Newman is reminiscent of  
George Harrison, Dylan and Paul  
Simon when they are in soul mode.”  
– LA Yoga Magazine

“Sean Johnson & The Wild Lotus Band 
… is a hybrid of East and West that will 
bring joy to your heart and get your body 
boogieing.”  – Yoga Chicago

For band bios, see energypsychologyconference.com

After we light up the world, stay for a joy- 
expanding concert by two of the most innovative 
groups in kirtan and sacred song today.

Open to  
the public. Bring 

your friends to help 
create this historic 

gathering of  
2,000 people!

Free with  
conference – 

a $210  
value!

Warning: 
Stress- 

reduction  
will occur!
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“When I go to a conference, not only do I want to reconnect with colleagues  
and friends, I’d like to enjoy it. I want it to be scientific, personal, experiential  
and something that I can feel joyful about. The ACEP annual conference  
provides a really good balance.”   – Jed Diamond, PhD, best-selling author

Deepen your experience,  
achieve greater mastery …
Attend a pre-conference intensive

• Bonus: take a pre-con intensive  
and attend the Thursday  
evening keynote for free,  
a $30 value!

• Special one-day pre-con pricing  
when you register for the conference. 

• Space is limited, sign up early at  
energypsychologyconference.com  
or call 619-861-2237.

• View objectives, presenter  
bios and profession specific  
CE eligibility at    
energypsychologyconference.com

Wednesday & Thursday,  
June 1-2   
8:30am - 4:30pm
Essential Skills in Comprehensive Energy Psychology -  
Level 1  P1 (12 CE hrs)

Understand and practice energy psychology within an overall perspective of sound science,  
practical application and ethical consideration. Leave with an array of tools you can use to  
customize treatment for specific client needs, along with a framework to integrate these  
tools within a psychotherapeutic model.

Lynn Mary Karjala, PhD, DCEP, is a clinical psychologist specializing in trauma treatment.  
Author of Understanding Trauma and Dissociation, she serves as ACEP’s training director.

Register Now! energypsychologyconference.com   18th International Energy Psychology Conference   6
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         Get    
Inspired

Thursday, June 2  8:30am - 4:30pm
Acutonics®: The Energetics of 
Transformation through Sound 
Vibration  P2 (6 CE hrs)

Sound has the power to shift patterns and address 
wounding that impacts body, mind and spirit. 
Rooted in Oriental Medicine and psychology, this 
class explores the application of sound vibration 
to acupuncture points. Learn theory and practical 
skills that can be immediately integrated into 
clinical practice.

Ellen Franklin, PhD,  is CEO of the Acutonics 
Institute of Integrative Medicine. For twenty 
years she has developed and disseminated 
educational programs in vibrational sound 
therapy.

Living with a Light Heart— 
TAT® for Cultural and Religious 
Freedom  P3 (6 CE hrs)

Are your clients (or you) chained by religious 
guilt? Do your clients automatically look down on 
other people because they are not from the same 
religion or culture? Are family beliefs holding your 
clients back? Learn how to use TAT to help clients 
(or you) get free and live with a light heart!

Tapas Fleming, LAc, an acupuncturist, created  
a simple, powerful technique called Tapas 
Acupressure Technique®. A celebrated leader 
in energy psychology, Tapas has taught TAT to 
hundreds of thousands of people. 

Prenatal & Perinatal Origins: 
Distilled Essentials for the EP 
Practitioner  P4 (6 CE hrs)

Our core patterns are established during 
prenatal-perinatal experience. Become more 
effective—learn how to recognize, access, and 
work with preverbal origins with clients of all 
ages, including yourself.  

Wendy Anne McCarty, PhD, DCEP, is a leader 
in optimizing spiritual-human potential from the 
beginning of life. She is a presenter, educator, 
researcher, holistic consultant and author of 
Welcoming Consciousness. 

Reiki Level 1: Adding Reiki to 
Your Energy Psychology Tool 
Kit   P5 (6 CE hrs for bodyworkers only)

Rei means universal, spiritual consciousness. 
Ki refers to life force. This workshop attunes 
participants to Reiki first degree, which 
accelerates your ability to balance and manage 
energy flow, and promote healing. Level one 
focuses on self-healing, basic Reiki principles, 
and harmony with the universe.

B. Raven Lee, PhD, LCSW, DCEP, is a 
transpersonal psychotherapist, meditation 
teacher, shamanic healer and energy psychology 
clinician with nearly 30 years of experience. 

Helping Communities Heal  
After Disaster: A TFT Trainer 
Program   P6 (6 CE hrs)

Learn a protocol for teaching an EP technique 
after large-scale traumatic events and receive a 
complimentary copy of Suzanne Connolly’s online 
TFT video training. Take the online course, attend 
this pre-conference training, and be certified to 
teach TFT to others in humanitarian settings.

Suzanne Connolly, LCSW, LMFT, has trained 
over 2,000 people worldwide to use TFT  
and to integrate TFT in clinical settings.  
Her presentation venues include Rwanda  
and Kuwait.

Kristin Miller, PhD, DCEP, is a psychologist 
specializing in the treatment of intergenerational, 
developmental trauma. Kristin is committed  
to guiding ACEP members to train onsite 
healers, so traumatized communities can 
experience peace.

Choose 1 full-day intensive (P2-P6) or 2 half days (P7-P12). View objectives, presenter bios and 
profession specific CE eligibility

All sessions are noted with available CE hours. Not all courses are eligible for each CE type  
(e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer to the website for details.
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There’s always something new
“I am amazed that even though I have gone to this 
conference for several years, there is always something 
new, something inspirational, something that I can’t 
wait to use with my clients the following week.”

 – Teresa Lynch, DPT, MHS

Thursday, June 2  8:30am - 11:45am
Bringing Energy Psychology 
into Couple Therapy  P7 (3 CE hrs)

Energy psychology provides powerful tools 
for intervening at critical junctures in marital 
counseling. The tendency to escalate emotional 
intensity can be countered, triggers can be 
cleared, the residue of formative childhood 
experiences can be deactivated, and a more 
effective collaborative alliance can be formed.

David Feinstein, PhD, a clinical psychologist, 
has received national awards for his books on 
energy psychology and healing. With Donna 
Eden, he directs the world’s largest organization 
teaching energy medicine.

Intuition’s Still Small Voice: 
A How-To Workshop for 
Transformation  P8  (3 CE hrs)

Discover how physical and energetic body 
systems transmit intuitive information. Increase 
intuitive empathy and decrease psychic “static” 
to help yourself and others. Design a personal 
model of intuitive growth and transformation 
using discernment and ethical practices. The 
workshop will include lecture, video, group 
interactions, energy medicine techniques and 
demonstrations.

Lori Chortkoff Hops, PhD, is a licensed 
psychologist focusing on integrative mental 
health. She teaches workshops on many topics, 
and also serves on ACEP’s board of directors.

Tips, Tools & Energy 
Psychology Secrets Every Great 
Facilitator Must Know  P9  (3 CE hrs)

Build your reputation, practice and skill with 
groups! Sample proven processes to establish 
safe space, set expectations and deliver 
memorable experiences through live events, 
speaking, retreats, teleconferences or webinars. 
You will take home strategies, tips, checklists, 
icebreakers and EP exercises you can use 
immediately.

Betsy Muller, MBA, CEHP, is a coach and 
best-selling author who has helped thousands 
of people discover their potential through 
conscious self-care. 

Sheran Mattson, PsyD, is a life coach, 
trainer, facilitator, and author. She focuses on 
relationship and business effectiveness with 
individuals and groups.

Thursday, June 2  1:15pm - 4:30pm
Deepening Healing with 
Transpersonal Energy 
Psychology  P10 (3 CE hrs)

Energy psychology (EP) can be deepened by 
drawing from its wider healing root system in 
transpersonal psychotherapy. Through theory, 
practices (e.g. Qigong), case illustrations, and 
demonstration, this transpersonal EP approach 
will be applied to psychological issues (e.g. 
trauma) and to healthcare in our society.

Michael Mayer, PhD, psychologist, Qigong/Tai 
Chi teacher, is a co-founding faculty member 
of JFK University’s Transpersonal Psychology 
Program. He is author of Bodymind Healing 
Psychotherapy. 

Family Energetics— 
Integrating EP with Family 
Constellations  P11 (3 CE hrs)

This training teaches the perspective and  
core process of Family Energetics by explaining 
the linkages between traumatic energy 
blockages in individuals and the family systems 
they spring from. Participants will learn to 
combine EP protocols with family constellations 
to resolve ancestral as well as personally 
experienced trauma.

Michael Reddy, PhD, CPC, is a healer, certified 
coach and shaman. He is a leader in the U.S. in 
Family Constellations work. He is author of two 
books: Health Happiness & Family Constellations, 
and The Family Constellation Practice Builder. 

Multidimensional  
Energetics: The Personal  
is Planetary  P12 (3 CE hrs)

Would you like to discover how your personal 
energetic state can influence others? Join us 
and learn how to become a force for global 
transformation by aligning with others, with 
earth energies and the higher dimensions. Come 
experience practical, energy psychology-based 
methods for 2016 and beyond!

Debra Greene, PhD, is an innovator in energy 
medicine, energy psychology and mind-body 
integration. She is author of Endless Energy: The 
Essential Guide to Energy Health.

Rick Leskowitz, MD, directs the Integrative 
Medicine Project at Spaulding Rehabilitation 
Hospital and is on the faculty at Harvard  
Medical School. 

Connect and
Collaborate

Choose 1 full-day intensive (P2-P6) or 2 half days (P7-P12). View objectives, presenter bios and 
profession specific CE eligibility
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About the Track System: You can select sessions from different tracks or focus on one.  
No need to register for your learning labs beforehand.

FRIDAY, JUNE 3

Friday - Sunday: early morning energizers and complimentary breakfast (with gluten-free options)

Keynote 

8:00am - 10:00am Consciousness as an Epigenetic Intervention  Dawson Church, PhD

Keynote 

10:30am - 12:00pm Our Responsibility to Peace  Gangaji, Spiritual Teacher

12:30pm - 2:30pm Lunch and Annual Meeting (with vegan & gluten-free options) 
Boundaries in Energy Psychology   Phil Mollon, PhD

2:30pm - 4:30pm Afternoon Workshops A (see grid below)

Special Event 

8:00pm - 10:00pm Together We Light Up the World—help break a Guinness Record!

Afternoon Workshops A  2:30pm - 4:30pm
Track 1 (T1)

Fundamentals of EP
Ideomotor Cueing: Portal to the Unconscious

Michael Galvin, PhD

Track 2 (T2)
Specific Populations

How to Enhance 12 Step Recovery Using Energy Psychology Techniques
Gloria Arenson, MFT, DCEP

Track 3 (T3)
Specific Approaches

Holographic Memory Resolution: Uniting Body, Energy & Color Psychologies to Heal 
Brent Baum, SSL, CADC

Track 4 (T4)
“Planetizing” Energy Psychology

Awaken the Transcendental Energy Centers for Personal & Collective Change  
 Aleksandar Imsiragic

Track 5 (T5)
Whole System Self Care & Development

Compassion Fatigue: An Ethical & Energetic Perspective  
Sherry Lynn O’Brian, LCSW, DCEP

Track 6 (T6)
Intuition & Consciousness

Beyond Meridians and Chakras - The Basic Grid & the Spinning Fields of Flame!  
Phil Mollon, PhD, DCEP

Track 7 (T7)
Body-Focused Approaches

Me to We! Qi Hawaiian Style, for Personal Peace & Transformation 
Nadia Linda Hole, MD & Effie Poy Yew Chow PhD, LAc

Track 8 (T8)
Coaching & Energy Psychology

Peak Performance Methods that Help to Achieve New Levels of Prowess  
Coach William Power

Track 9 (T9)
Potpourri of EP

TRE®: A Body-Based Approach to Deepening Self-Care & Cultivating Resilience
Jessica Schaffer

View objectives, presenter bios and profession specific CE eligibility   
Program is subject to change.
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Program is subject to change. 

Morning Workshops B 
10:30am - 12:30pm

Afternoon Workshops C  
2:00pm - 4:00pm

Track 1 (T1)
Fundamentals of EP

What’s a Psychological Reversal & Why 
Should I Care? 

Lynn Mary Karjala, PhD, DCEP

First Steps Toward Mastering the Chakras 
Joanne Karpinen, PhD, DCEP

Track 2 (T2)
Specific Populations

Evolve Your Relationships,  
Transform Your World
Pamela Altaffer, LCSW &  
Thomas Altaffer, LCSW

Healing Shame through the Body
Maggie Phillips, PhD, DCEP

Track 3 (T3)
Specific Approaches

Ask and Receive Peace— 
Personally and Globally  

Sandra Radomski, ND, LCSW

The Betrayal Overtangle: A Dark Cultural 
Paradigm & Major Cause of Trauma 

Judith Swack, PhD

Track 4 (T4)
“Planetizing” Energy Psychology

Protecting Ourselves from a Media-
Oriented World Using EP Strategies

Howard Brockman, LCSW, DCEP 

TTT: A New Model for Sharing EP 
Worldwide through Peer Empowerment

Gunilla Hamne & Ulf Sandström  

Track 5 (T5)
Whole System Self Care & Development

Ayurvedic Marma Point Therapy
Jennifer Closshey, PhD

Unfreezing Ourselves:  
Global Warming, Climate Trauma & EFT

Christine Penner Polle, BA, B.Ed

Track 6 (T6)
Intuition & Consciousness

Realign with the Divine &  
Lead with Your Soul

Mary Sise, LCSW, DCEP

 The Power of Positive Past Lives 
Barbara Stone, PhD, DCEP

Track 7 (T7)
Body-Focused Approaches

Family Energetics—Healing Inner & Outer 
Systems with Constellations & EP

Michael Reddy, PhD, CPC

How Energy Psychology Changes Deep 
Emotional Learnings 
David Feinstein, PhD

Track 8 (T8)
Coaching & Energy Psychology

Coaching with the Emotional Brain: Use 
Your Brain to Work FOR Your Best Interest

Sylvia Kurpanek, JD, MSc

40+ in Career Transition: Promoting 
Employment Using Guided Imagery

Lynn Joseph, PhD

Track 9 (T9)
Potpourri of EP

Healing Communities: Meet the Experts in 
Global Humanitarian Outreach 

Suzanne Connolly, LCSW, LMFT; Lynn Joseph, PhD; 
Nora Baladerian, PhD, TFT-VT; Sarah Bird, CEHP; 

Robert Howard Robson, MA, FRCP;  
Phyll Mary Robson; Barbara Stone, PhD, DCEP;  

Tom Greenhalgh, LCSW, MACJ

Treating Projections with Advanced 
Integrative Therapy (AIT)  

Tony Roffers, PhD

SATURDAY, JUNE 4 View objectives, presenter bios and profession specific CE eligibility 

Keynote 

8:00am - 10:00am The Soul and Energy of Money  Lynne Twist, Global Visionary

10:30am - 12:30pm Morning Workshops B (see grid below)

12:30pm - 2:00pm Lunch on your own

2:00pm - 4:00pm Afternoon Workshops C (see grid below)

Invited Presentation 

4:30pm - 5:30pm The Nature of Prana in Daily Living  David Crow, LAc

Invited Presentation 

4:30pm - 5:30pm Consciousness, Healing and the Future of Medicine  Shamini Jain, PhD

7:00pm - Midnight Gala Dinner & Dance Party

Register Now! energypsychologyconference.com  18th International Energy Psychology Conference   10
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SUNDAY, JUNE 5 View objectives, presenter bios and profession specific CE eligibility

8:00am - 10:00am Morning Workshops D (see grid below)  
PLUS Demonstrations & Group Experiential Sessions (see page 15)

10:30am - 12:30pm Morning Workshops E (see grid below)
PLUS Demonstrations & World Café Conversation (see page 16)

12:30pm - 2:30pm Lunch on your own
Keynote 

2:00pm - 3:30pm
Joining Genius to Co-Create a New World  Barbara Marx Hubbard, Futurist

3:30pm - 3:45pm Closing Ceremony

Morning Workshops D 
8:00am - 10:00am

Morning Workshops E  
10:30am - 12:30pm

Track 1 (T1)
Fundamentals of EP

Orientation to Chinese Meridians  
Michael Galvin, PhD, DCEP

Track 2 (T2)
Specific Populations

TFT with Trauma Victims Who Have 
Intellectual & Developmental Disabilities  

Nora Baladerian, PhD

Transforming Limiting Beliefs to  
Facilitate  Healthy Sexuality  

Michelle Dexter, PsyD

Track 3 (T3)
Specific Approaches

Wholistic Healing: WHEE for Trauma 
Expressed in the Body 

Daniel Benor, MD

Track 4 (T4)
“Planetizing” Energy Psychology

Help Clients Benefit from the Human 
Potential Movement’s Next Chapter 

David Gruder, PhD, DCEP

Track 5 (T5)
Whole System Self Care & Development

Profound Self-Care: An Integrated EP 
Approach for Compassion Fatigue  

Lauren Somers, EDD, LPCC

Track 6 (T6)
Intuition & Consciousness

Dream Work in Depth Energy Psychology
Michael DeMolina, MS, DCEP

Archetypal Shamanic Energy  
Medicine™—The Sacred Language & 

Science of Sound 
Gaisheda Kheawok

Track 7 (T7)
Body-Focused Approaches

Transforming Symptoms and Healthcare: 
A Symbolic Near-Death Experience Model 

Larry Burk, MD, CEHP

Track 8 (T8)
Coaching & Energy Psychology

Truly Transformational Coaching & the 
Role of Energy Psychology  
Marlene Cameron, MBA, CPC

Track 9 (T9)
Potpourri of EP

Healing & Transformation through the 
Energetic Dimensions of the Heart  

Elijah Gary Imlay, LCSW &  
Linda Turner, MS, LMFT

The Conscious, Energetic Divorce: 
Completing Marriage with Intention 

Tammy Nelson, PhD

Register Now! energypsychologyconference.com  18th International Energy Psychology Conference   11
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Afternoon Workshops A

FRIDAY, JUNE 3  2:30pm - 4:30pm
Ideomotor Cueing: Portal to the 
Unconscious  T1 (2 CE hrs)

Michael Galvin, PhD

Ideomotor cueing gives us another perspective on 
reality through accessing the inner wisdom of the 
body. It is an essential part of the guidance that directs 
some energy psychology techniques, deriving from the 
collaboration between tester and subject, and yielding 
insight from outside of conscious awareness.

How to Enhance 12 Step Recovery 
Using Energy Psychology 
Techniques  T2 (2 CE hrs)

Gloria Arenson, MFT, DCEP

The Alcoholics Anonymous 12-step program was 
created 80 years ago! Although by following the steps 
millions of addicts have achieved sobriety, it is time 
to reassess and upgrade them utilizing the power 
of energy psychology techniques to enhance their 
effectiveness and success.

Holographic Memory Resolution: 
Uniting Body, Energy & Color 
Psychologies to Heal  T3 (2 CE hrs) 
Brent Baum, SSL, CADC

Discover your unique inner language of healing that 
speaks to body, mind and heart.  Integrating somatic, 
energy and color psychologies enables comprehensive 
healing that speaks to all levels of the psyche.  
Embracing our “higher” or “holographic” mind we 
release our attachments to the past.

Awaken the Transcendental Energy 
Centers for Personal & Collective 
Change  T4 (2 CE hrs) 
Aleksandar Imsiragic

The 8th, 9th and 10th chakras are transcendental 
energy centers connected to the three higher states of 
consciousness. We will explore how the 8th chakra is 
linked with the meridian system, and learn how personal 
activation of transcendental chakras enable us to have a 
strong influence on the collective.  

Compassion Fatigue: An Ethical & 
Energetic Perspective  T5 (2 CE hrs)

Sherry Lynn O’Brian, LCSW, DCEP

Learn integrative strategies for personal healing and 
transformation. This experiential workshop is designed 
to increase awareness of how practitioners may 
become impaired and thus incompetent as a result 
of past issues being held at a cellular level. (Meets 
criteria for 1 hr of ethic CE’s).

Beyond Meridians and Chakras—
The Basic Grid & the Spinning 
Fields of Flame!  T6 (2 CE hrs)

Phil Mollon, PhD, DCEP

For complete clearing of dysfunctional patterns 
in the mind and energy body, we may need to go 
beyond meridians and chakras and work with more 
fundamental structures. Learn about the spinning 
Merkaba fields, the 12-point basic grid, and other 
components of Blue Diamond Healing.

Me to We! Qi Hawaiian Style,  
for Personal Peace & 
Transformation  T7 (2 CE hrs)

Nadia Linda Hole, MD &  
Effie Poy Yew Chow PhD, LAc

Peace starts with me… From the wisdom traditions 
of Qigong and Ho’oponopono, learn effective, simple, 
practical, cross-cultural principles and healing tools for 
achieving greater peace, both inner and outer. You can 
apply them immediately to your own life, relationships, 
practice and ultimately, the world.

Peak Performance Methods that 
Help to Achieve New Levels of 
Prowess  T8 (2 CE hrs)

Coach William Power

Allow yourself to discover that there is more to peak 
performance than just the physical skills needed to 
achieve successful results. You will learn, witness and 
experience the workings of two methods, Heart Based 
Chi™ and Get the Psychological Edge™. You will also 
see how they are being incorporated into mainstream 
Western lifestyle. 

TRE®: A Body-Based Approach to 
Deepening Self-Care & Cultivating 
Resilience  T9 (2 CE hrs)

Jessica Schaffer

TRE® is a body-based, stress-reduction practice 
that down-regulates the nervous system through a 
shaking mechanism which releases tension patterns 
in the body.  Come examine the role nervous system 
regulation plays in establishing safety with clients and 
how TRE® supports cultivating therapeutic presence. 
Wear comfortable clothing and bring a yoga mat.

T1 Fundamentals of EP 

T2 Specific Populations

T3 Specific Approaches

T4 “Planetizing” Energy  
Psychology

T5 Whole System Self Care &  
Development 

T6 Intuition & Consciousness

T7 Body-Focused Approaches

T8 Coaching & Energy Psychology

T9 Potpourri of EP

Learning Lab Tracks

View objectives, presenter bios and 
profession specific CE eligibility

About the Track System: You can select 
sessions from different tracks or focus 
on one. No need to register for your 
learning labs beforehand.

All sessions are noted with available CE hours. Not 
all courses are eligible for each CE type (e.g. CME, 
NBCC, etc.).  Refer to the website for details.
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The paradigm as it should be ...
“I’d become a fish out of water at home and work because my 
standards were so different. Yet when I came here, I saw that it is 
medicine that has become the fish out of water. The people here 
are the ones who show compassion and who are healing people. 
And that’s the paradigm as it should be.” – Sandra Isbister, MD LCMHC  

View objectives, presenter bios and  
profession specific CE eligibility

Morning Workshops B

SATURDAY, JUNE 4  10:30am - 12:30pm
What’s a Psychological 
Reversal & Why Should  
I Care?  T1 (2 CE hrs)

Lynn Mary Karjala, PhD, DCEP

Many clients lack full inner permission to 
make the changes they want. The common 
energy psychology term for this phenomenon 
is psychological reversal (PR). You will learn 
powerful strategies for supercharging your 
clients’ success by identifying and intervening 
with their PRs.

Evolve Your Relationships, 
Transform Your World  T2  (2 CE hrs)

Pamela Altaffer, LCSW &  
Thomas Altaffer, LCSW

“Practice loving even when you feel hurt, 
rejected or resistant.” (David Deida) 
Experience a new paradigm for couple’s work, 
where developing a strong positive intention 
drives the treatment. Blocks to loving are 
eradicated with energy psychology.  Evolving 
your relationships begins with healing yourself.

Ask and Receive Peace—
Personally and Globally   
T3 (2 CE hrs)

Sandra Radomski, ND, LCSW

Let there be peace on Earth and let it begin 
with me. Participate in both personal and global 
Ask and Receive Teleclearings, which include 
clearing ancestral trauma. The workshop 
introduces the three ways to do Ask and 
Receive—Simple, Muscle Testing and Felt Sense.

Protecting Ourselves from a 
Media-Oriented World Using 
EP Strategies  T4 (2 CE hrs)

Howard Brockman, LCSW, DCEP  

Learn how the media in its many forms 
determines a worldview that emphasizes lack 
of safety nearly everywhere. Discover how to 
boundary your “access portals” from intrusive 
and seductive media oversaturation. Identify the 
triggers that keep you hypervigilent using energy 
psychology strategies.

Ayurvedic Marma Point 
Therapy  T5  (2 CE hrs)

Jennifer Closshey, PhD

Marma Point Therapy dates back 5000 years 
in the ancient Ayurvedic text, Sushruta Samhita. 
This class covers Ayurveda and Marma Point 
background and definitions. You will learn from 
hands-on demonstrations and will leave with a 
Marma Point Therapy meditation suitable for 
home and clinical use.

Realign with the Divine &  
Lead with Your Soul T6 (2 CE hrs)

Mary Sise, LCSW, DCEP

What is soul leadership? How do we distinguish 
if the soul or personality/ego is leading? This 
workshop will de-mystify the concepts of soul 
and personality/ego and help you to identify and 
treat the common traps and pitfalls of being in a 
leadership role.

Family Energetics—Healing 
Inner & Outer Systems with 
Constellations & EP  T7 (2 CE hrs)

Michael Reddy, PhD, CPC

We will briefly review the advantages and 
techniques of integrating energy psychology 
with Family Constellations before illustrating 
how similarly trauma behaves on different 
scales. Cases, video, and demonstration will be 
used to show how well Family Energetics heals 
dysfunction in the inner self, immediate and 
ancestral families, and larger organizations.

Coaching with Your Emotional 
Brain: Use Your Brain to  
Work FOR Your Best  
Interest  T8 (2 CE hrs)

Sylvia Kurpanek, JD, MSc

Have you ever thought about the particular 
neurological processes that inhibit people from 
changing? In this workshop you will hear about 
the specific part of the brain that creates these 
blocks and how we can “speak its language” to 
achieve lasting results in coaching.

Healing Communities: Meet the 
Experts in Global Humanitarian 
Outreach  T9 (2 CE hrs)

Suzanne Connolly, LCSW, LMFT; Lynn  
Joseph, PhD; Nora Baladerian, PhD,  
TFT-VT; Sarah Bird, CEHP; Robert  
Howard Robson, MA, FRCP; Phyll Mary 
Robson; Barbara Stone, PhD, DCEP;  
Tom Greenhalgh, LCSW, MACJ

How are EP modalities being used in global 
humanitarian efforts to successfully treat the 
impact of trauma? Learn from this panel of 
experts who have led and researched successful 
efforts that equip communities with the skills 
and resources needed for long-term healing.

All sessions are noted with available CE hours. Not all courses are eligible for each CE type  
(e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer to the website for details.
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Energy psychology  
blew me away 
“I was trained at some of the best schools and  
yet wasn’t able to get far with some people,  
particularly those with trauma and addictions.  
And then I started using energy psychology. I  
made more progress with patients in a session  
or two than I had in several years of treating  
them. It blew me away.” – Anthony Tranguch, MD, PhD

Afternoon Workshops C

SATURDAY, JUNE 4  2:00pm - 4:00pm
First Steps Toward Mastering 
the Chakras T1 (2 CE hrs)

Joanne Karpinen, PhD, DCEP 

For many beginning energy psychology 
practitioners, the chakra system seems 
mysterious and complicated to treat. 
This presentation offers a lively, engaging 
introduction to the chakras. Several simple 
methods of chakra balancing will be 
demonstrated, as well as ways to make these 
methods even more effective.

Healing Shame through  
the Body  T2  (2 CE hrs)

Maggie Phillips, PhD, DCEP

Shame is a common barrier to resolving 
trauma. Learn a 3-step model based on 
Somatic Experiencing, energy approaches and 
attachment theory to use with individuals, 
groups, and systems to unlock shame and 
create expansion into connection and aliveness.

The Betrayal Overtangle:  
A Dark Cultural Paradigm  
& Major Cause of  
Trauma  T3 (2 CE hrs)

Judith Swack, PhD

Overtangles are toxic belief systems caused 
by cultural brainwashing that form networks 
of negative energy so extensive that they 
contaminate large organizations and 
societies for millennia. In this groundbreaking 
presentation, participants will experience the 
HBLU approach to clearing overtangles from 
the collective unconscious.

TTT: A New Model for Sharing 
EP Worldwide through Peer  
Empowerment   T4 (2 CE hrs)

Gunilla Hamne & Ulf Sandström  

There are ways of reaching people with the 
benefits of energy psychology on a larger scale 
by multiplying from peer to peer and using new 
creative models. This can be done in different 
cultural settings and in larger groups regardless 
of language barriers and without compromising 
integrity. Tapping Trauma Technique (TTT) is 
integrated with dance, drumming, and music.

Unfreezing Ourselves:  
Global Warming, Climate 
Trauma & EFT  T5  (2 CE hrs)

Christine Penner Polle, BA, B.Ed

Climate trauma poses a challenge and 
opportunity for EFT in an age of planetary crisis. 
Develop an awareness of climate trauma and 
pre-traumatic stress syndrome in yourself and 
others, and familiarize yourself with the use of 
EFT to promote personal and planetary healing.

The Power of Positive Past 
Lives  T6 (2 CE hrs)

Barbara Stone, PhD, DCEP

A powerful way to assist our personal healing 
and transformation is accessing the skills and 
talents we have already developed in past 
lives. This workshop demonstrates the 10-step 
Soul Detective Positive Past Life protocol and 
includes a group exercise to access our positive 
past lives.

How Energy Psychology 
Changes Deep Emotional 
Learnings  T7 (2 CE hrs)

David Feinstein, PhD

Does energy psychology change deep 
emotional learnings, and if it does, how does 
this happen? We will review existing research 
that shows this therapeutic approach is both 
effective and unusually rapid with a broad 
range of psychological conditions. To address 
the second question, we will look at the 
neurochemistry of PTSD. 

40+ in Career Transition: 
Promoting Employment Using 
Guided Imagery  T8 (2 CE hrs)

Lynn Joseph, PhD

We will review the significant issues and 
challenges faced by aged 40+ professionals and 
executives in career transition, and learn guided 
imagery exercises that have been empirically 
demonstrated to promote reemployment. We 
will also learn how to effectively integrate guided 
imagery and other energy psychology tools into 
your practice.

Treating Projections with 
Advanced Integrative Therapy 
(AIT)  T9 (2 CE hrs) 
Tony Roffers, PhD

Projections are our tendency to perceive 
something in someone as if it were there but 
really is not. They create distortions, prejudices, 
and conflicts between individuals, ethnic and 
religious groups, and entire cultures. This 
workshop demonstrates how projections can 
become more conscious and how to  
treat them.

View objectives, presenter bios and  
profession specific CE eligibility

All sessions are noted with available CE 
hours. Not all courses are eligible for each 
CE type (e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer  
to the website for details.
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Morning Workshops D

SUNDAY, JUNE 5  8:00am - 10:00am
TFT with Trauma Victims  
Who Have Intellectual  
& Developmental  
Disabilities  T2 (2 CE hrs) 
Nora Baladerian, PhD

Learn how to use Thought Field Therapy (TFT) 
with individuals who have intellectual and 
developmental disabilities. Most are victims 
of abuse who do not receive treatment due to 
myths that they cannot benefit from therapy. 
Expand your practice! It is fun, personally 
rewarding, and builds your clinical skills.

Wholistic Healing: WHEE  
for Trauma Expressed in  
the Body   T3 (2 CE hrs)

Daniel Benor, MD

Trauma often “speaks” through physical 
symptoms of pain, weakness, hypertension, 
gastrointestinal symptoms, skin disorders and 
obesity, among others. WHEE (wholistic hybrid 
derived from EMDR & EFT) enables you to 
interpret these trauma messages, and clear and 
transform them into deeply healing experiences. 
(Experiential workshop)

Profound Self-Care: An 
Integrated EP Approach for 
Compassion Fatigue  T5 (2 CE hrs) 
Lauren Somers, EDD, LPCC

A profound self-care plan starts with the  
awareness and treatment of compassion 
fatigue. You will examine your level of 
compassion fatigue, energy drains and reframes, 
and develop energy-cultivating activities for 
your unique daily care plan.

Dream Work in Depth Energy 
Psychology  T6 (2 CE hrs) 
Michael DeMolina, MS, DCEP

Dreams can reveal blocks and provide pathways 
to healthy energy flow as an individual 
confronts the challenges of life. Integrating 
Jung’s analytical psychology, Daoist cosmology 
and Chinese Medicine we will explore how to 
analyze dreams from an energetic perspective, 
leading to the concept of “energetic archetypes.” 

Truly Transformational 
Coaching & the Role of Energy 
Psychology  T8 (2 CE hrs) 
Marlene Cameron, MBA, CPC

Life-changing coaching encompasses not only 
achieving goals and resolving problematic issues 
but also involves fundamental shifts in the client’s 
core identity and spirit. Learn EP techniques to 
facilitate profound, lasting and inspired personal 
transformation beyond the coaching contract.

Healing and Transformation 
through the Energetic 
Dimensions of the Heart  
T9 (2 CE hrs) 
Elijah Gary Imlay, LCSW &  
Linda Turner, MS, LMFT

The energy of love flows within the energetic 
heart, creating emotion. Some emotions 
arise from ascending energy or deepen from 
descending energy; some flow left, right or 
forward. Learn meditative methods to create 
positive energy and heal wounds. Apply 
“Exercises of Life” to help your clients improve 
their lives.

View objectives, presenter bios and  
profession specific CE eligibility

SUNDAY, JUNE 5  8:00am - 10:00am
Demonstrations
Healing a Grieving Heart  
through Chakra Balancing  (1 CE hr)

8:00am – 8:55am

Paula Shaw CADC, DCEP

Comprehensive Energy 
Psychology: Taking Your Life  
to a New Level  (1 CE hr)

8:00am – 8:55am

David Gruder, PhD, DCEP

Healing from the Body Level Up:  
Seduction Patterns—Recipe for 
Frustration  (1 CE hr)

9:05am – 10:00am

Judith A. Swack, PhD

Ask and Receive for 
Relationships and Allergies— 
Two Demonstrations!  (1 CE hr)

9:05am – 10:00am

Sandy Radomski, ND, LCSW & 
Pamela Altaffer, LCSW

Group Experiential 
Sessions 
Energy Psychology  
& Visualization to  
Transform Vicarious 
Traumatization Related  
to Acts of Terror  (1 CE hr)

8:00am – 8:55am

Rachel Michaelsen, LCSW, DCEP

Learn to Flow Your Energy  
with EmoTrance  (1 CE hr) 

9:05am – 10:00am 

Teresa Lynch, PT, DPT 

New this year … 
• Demonstrations 

Observe different modalities 
in action. Clinicians will be 
using specific methods with 
live volunteers.

• Group experience 
Experience various methods 
in a group setting. 

• World Café Conversation 
Share your views in a group 
conversation focused on the 
topic of creating transforma-
tional change.

All sessions are noted with available CE 
hours. Not all courses are eligible for each 
CE type (e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer  
to the website for details.
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View objectives, presenter bios and  
profession specific CE eligibilityMorning Workshops E

SUNDAY, JUNE 5  10:30am - 12:30pm
Orientation to Chinese 
Meridians  T1 (2 CE hrs) 
Michael Galvin, PhD, DCEP

Explore the history of acupuncture meridians 
and the confluence of events that resulted in 
meridian-based energy psychology. Learn how 
meridian acupoints came to be incorporated 
by tapping, touching, or other stimulation in a 
variety of energy psychology procedures.

Transforming Limiting  
Beliefs to Facilitate  
Healthy Sexuality  T2 (2 CE hrs)

Michelle Dexter, PsyD

If you’ve ever wondered what healthy  
sexuality looks like and how to have it,  
this workshop is worth your time. Discover 
hidden physical, emotional, mental, energetic 
and spiritual blocks to healthy sexuality  
and how to transform them with energy 
psychology techniques.

Help Clients Benefit from the 
Human Potential Movement’s  
Next Chapter T4 (2 CE hrs) 
David Gruder, PhD, DCEP

David unveils a common core of life skills that 
personal development, relationship success, 
leadership, entrepreneurship and social 
responsibility have in common. He provides a 
strategic EP-centric Unified Human Potential 
facilitation framework that could be your next 
step forward.

Archetypal Shamanic  
Energy Medicine™—The 
Sacred Language & Science  
of Sound T6 (2 CE hrs) 
Gaisheda Kheawok

The conscious use of sacred sound, expressed 
in conjunction with Shamanic Archetypal 
Energy Medicine and vibrational imprinting, 
facilitates significant alchemical changes in the 
four lower bodies (spiritual, mental, emotional 
and physical), enhancing therapeutic practices 
and engaging dimensions of healing that extend 
beyond cognitive limitations.

Transforming Symptoms  
and Healthcare: A Symbolic 
Near-Death Experience  
Model  T7 (2 CE hrs) 
Larry Burk, MD, CEHP

The four traits typical of near-death 
experiencers—fearlessness, altruism, enhanced 
intuition and bioelectromagnetic healing 
ability—can be symbolically transformative as 
we confront the healthcare system’s near-death.

The Conscious, Energetic 
Divorce: Completing Marriage  
with Intention  T9 (2 CE hrs)

Tammy Nelson, PhD

Helping couples complete their marriage 
may be the most important type of shamanic 
work we can do. The intentional uncoupling 
of a marriage can be traumatic or it can be 
transformational.

SUNDAY, JUNE 5  10:30am - 12:30pm
Demonstrations
Heart Assisted Therapy  
(HAT) in the Treatment  
of Anxiety  (1 CE hr)

10:30am – 11:25am

John Diepold Jr., PhD, DCEP

Tapas Acupressure Technique 
(TAT): Working with All 
Hidden & Known Parts of Our 
Clients in Each Session  (1 CE hr)

10:30am – 11:25am

Tapas Fleming, LAc

Overcoming Adversity, Trauma 
& Distress with Thought Field 
Therapy (TFT) (1 CE hr)

11:35am – 12:30pm

Caroline Sakai, PhD

Demonstrations (cont’d)

EDxTM for Chronic Pain & 
Depression  (1 CE hr)

11:35am – 12:30pm

Fred Gallo, PhD, DCEP

Conversation
World Café Conversation: 
Reflections on Creating 
Transformational  
Change  (2 CE hrs) 
10:30am – 12:30pm

Facilitator, Cynthia Joba, MA

All sessions are noted with available CE 
hours. Not all courses are eligible for each 
CE type (e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer  
to the website for details.
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I’ve come home
“This is by far the best professional  
conference I have ever attended.  
I feel like I’ve come home.”   
– Melinda Moats, MEd, LMHC

More ways to deepen  
your learning ...
Attend a post-conference intensive
• Special post-con pricing when you register for the conference. 

• Space is limited, sign up early at energypsychologyconference.com or call 619-861-2237.

• View objectives, presenter bios and profession specific CE eligibility  
at energypsychologyconference.com

Monday, June 6  9:00am - 5:00pm
Integrating Mindfulness & Energy  
Psychology  (6 CE hrs)

When meditation, mindfulness-based therapies, and energy psychol-
ogy/energy therapy are integrated with heartful presence, the synergy 
accelerates the effects of mindfulness and deepens the benefits of 
EP. This workshop details relevant research and offers strategies for 
integrating EP/ET and mindfulness within the context of a powerful 
therapeutic relationship.

Fred Gallo, PhD, DCEP, is an energy psychology pioneer and author of 
numerous articles, manuals, and eight books, including Energy Psychology 
and Energy Tapping (co-author). He serves as president of ACEP.

Heart Assisted Therapy  (6 CE hrs)

This workshop is an introduction to Heart Assisted Therapy (HAT) 
and describes basic clinical skills in using this dynamic psychotherapy 
approach with strong self-regulatory features. HAT is the original work 
of the presenter. It integrates and synthesizes traditional psychotherapy 
models with energy psychology approaches.

John Diepold Jr., PhD, DCEP, is a psychologist and author. He has 
presented nationally and internationally, and serves on ACEP’s board  
of directors.

Monday & Tuesday, June 6-7  9:00am - 5:00pm
Essential Skills in Comprehensive Energy Psychology – Level 2*  (12 CE hrs)

Understand and practice EP within a perspective of sound science, prac-
tical application and ethical consideration. Learn an array of EP tools to 
customize treatment for specific client needs, along with a framework 
to integrate these tools within a psychotherapeutic model. Prepares 
helping professionals wishing to join ACEP’s certification program in 
comprehensive energy psychology.

Lynn Karjala, PhD, DCEP, is a clinical psychologist specializing in 
trauma treatment. Author of Understanding Trauma and Dissociation,  
she serves as ACEP’s training director.

*This training program is LEVEL 2 OF A TWO PART SERIES. You may 
take Level 1 on June 1-2 in Santa Clara. See page 6 for details or go to 
energypsych.org for other dates and locations.

All sessions are noted with available CE hours. Not all courses  
are eligible for each CE type (e.g. CME, NBCC, etc.).  Refer  
to the website for details.
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The Association for Comprehensive Energy 
Psychology is the largest international nonprofit 
organization of its kind, with 1,200 members 
promoting professionally responsible energy 

psychology treatments and collaboration among practitioners, researchers, and 
licensing bodies. Want to learn more about ACEP and energy psychology (EP)?  
Visit our website at energypsych.org.

Hotel 
Hyatt Regency  5101 Great America Pkwy, Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Group rate: $169/night  
Reserve your room: 408-510-6410 (mention ACEP group rate)
The Hyatt Regency Santa Clara is a four diamond luxury hotel in 
northern California. It is located within an hour of San Francisco,  
the coast and vineyards. 
Get travel information and reserve your hotel room  
at energypsychologyconference.com

Main Conference Includes
• Full set of conference recordings (including slides)—$300 value 
• Research Symposium attendance ($210 value)
• Full breakfast FRI through SUN
• Annual ACEP lunch ($40 value)
• Up to 18.5 CE hours (+ up to 24 more CE hours for pre- and post-

conference events) 

Group & Student Discounts
Group discounts for main conference registration only 
• 10% discount groups of 3 to 6
• 15% discount groups of 7 or more  
To receive your group discount code, contact us BEFORE registering. 
Call 619-861-2237 or email admin@energypsych.org

Attention Graduate Students We offer special discounts for full time 
graduate students with official identification.

Questions? 619-861-2237 or admin@energypsych.org

Audio Library Bonus!
400+ talks for less than  
20 cents per lecture!

Register for the conference and get your  
annual subscription to ACEP’s online Audio Library 

for only $49. ($50 off regular price)

CE, CME, CNE Accreditation Information  
& Completion Requirements 
For conference evaluation and certificate information, visit 
energypsychologyconference.com

Continuing education hours are available for psychologists, social workers, 

LMFTs, professional counselors, drug and alcohol counselors, nurses, 

physicians, acupuncturists and body workers. 

ACEP is a nationally approved provider for 

• American Psychological Association (APA) 

• Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB, 1048) 

• National Board of Certified Counselors (NBCC, 5868) 

• National Association of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Counselors (NAADAC, 

100504)

Acupuncturists:  ACEP is an approved provider for the CA Board of Acupuncture (#888). 
CE for this conference is pending (see website for latest details.)

Psychologists: ACEP is approved by the American Psychological Association (APA) to 
sponsor Continuing Education for Psychologists. ACEP maintains responsibility for this 
program and its content. 

Social Workers: ACEP is approved as a provider for social work continuing education by 
the Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB) www.aswb.org, through the Approved 
Continuing Education (ACE) program. ACEP maintains responsibility for the program. 
ASWB Approval Period: 2/28/16 - 2/28/19. Social workers should contact their regulatory 
board to determine course approval for continuing education credits. Social workers 
participating in this course can receive up to 42.5 clinical hours. 

ACEP SW CPE is recognized by the New York State Education Department’s State Board 
for Social Work as an approved provider of continuing education for licensed social workers 
#0164. Programs that do not qualify for NYSED credit are clearly identified. 

Counselors: ACEP has been approved by NBCC as an Approved Continuing Education 
Provider, No. 5868. Programs that do not qualify for NBCC credit are clearly identified. 
ACEP is solely responsible for all aspects of the programs. 

California: ACEP is an approved CE provider by the APA, ASWB and NBCC, all of which 
are recognized by California Board of Behavioral Sciences to offer CEs for CA-based MFTs, 
LPCCs, LEPs and/or LCSWs. 

Florida: ACEP is an approved CE provider FL Board of Clinical Social Work, Marriage & 
Family Therapy & Mental Health Counseling, Certified Master Social Workers and FL Board 
of Nursing (CE Provider #50-10765). ACEP is an approved provider for: Changing the world 
through personal healing and transformation  (FL CE Broker Tracking #: 20-539178).

ACEP is a CE co-sponsor with these organizations 

• Institute for the Advancement of Human Behavior (IAHB) 

• Healing Touch Program (HTP) 

IAHB has been approved as a provider of continuing nursing education and continuing 
medical education by the organizations listed below for the 18th International Energy 
Psychology Conference. IAHB as the approved sponsor maintains responsibility for 
the educational activity offered and for following the standards and regulations for the 
organizations listed below. Sessions must be completed in full to obtain CE/CME credit. 
Please note this information will be updated as the conference planning evolves.  For 
complete course content, conflict-of-interest disclosure, course objectives, and more, 
please visit www.energypsychologyconference.com

Nurses:  IAHB is accredited as a provider of continuing nursing education by the American 
Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.

Physicians: This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the 
Essential Areas and policies of the ACCME through the joint sponsorship of IAH) and ACEP. 
IAHB is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. 
IAHB designates this live activity for a maximum of 1 AMA PRA Category 1 Credits ™ per 
contact hour. Physicians should only claim credit commensurate with the extent of their 
participation in the activity.

Body Workers / Massage Therapists CE hours are available from HTP for body workers 
and massage therapists. HTP is approved by the National Certification Board for 
Therapeutic Massage & Bodywork (NCBTMB) as a continuing education approved provider 
(#150588-00). 

Continuing Education (Up to 42.5 hours!)  
View conference CE objectives and specific course eligibility at  
energypsychologyconference.com

18TH INTERNATIONAL  
ENERGY PSYCHOLOGY  
CONFERENCE
June 2-5, 2016  |  Santa Clara, CA

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
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Register online at energypsychologyconference.com. For mail or fax registration, 
please fill out this page.

Name ___________________________________________________________________ Degree _________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________________

City __________________________________________ State/Province ________ Zip/Postal Code ________________

Country ______________________________________ E-mail _________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone ________________________________________ Profession _____________________________________________________________________________________

 Physical Needs: Please check here if you require special accommodations to participate in the conference, and fax a written description of 
your needs to 484-418-1019.

1. Main Conference Registration  
(Friday, June 3 - Sunday, June 5)  Please check one category

Registration deadlines: 2/16 - 4/4 4/5 - 5/16 After 5/16

Main Conference (Fri-Sun) 

Member / Non Member  $545 / $635  $595 / $685  $645 / $735

Full Time Student*  $330  $380  $430

Two Day Conference    Choose days:    Fri & Sat      Sat & Sun

Member / Non Member  $435 / $510  $475 / $550  $515 / $590

Full Time Student*  $250  $290  $330

Group Discounts (For Main Conference Registration Only)
3-6 people - 10 % discount  |  7 or more – 15% discount

BEFORE YOU REGISTER: Call 619-861-2237 or email admin@energypsych.org to 
receive your discount code.  

2. Pre-Conference Registration  
(Wednesday, June 1 - Thursday, June 2)  Please check one category

Registration deadlines: 2/16 - 4/4 4/5 - 5/16 After 5/16

(P1) CEP Level 1: Two Day Pre-Conference (Wed-Thurs) 

Member / Non Member  $355 / $395  $395 / $435  $435 / $475

Full Time Student*  $230  $270  $310

One Day Pre-Conference (Thursday)  Pricing is only with conference.  
Visit energypsych.org for stand-alone pricing. 

Choose 1 full day:  OR Choose 2 half days, 1 in AM (P7-9) & 1 in PM (P 10-12) 

 (P2) Acutonics   (P7) EP in Couple Therapy

 (P3) Living with a Light Heart  (P8) Intuition’s Still Small Voice

 (P4) Prenatal & Perinatal Origins  (P9) Tips, Tools & Secrets

 (P5) Reiki Level 1  (P10) Deepening Healing

 (P6) Training the Trainer  (P11) Family Energetics—Integrating EP with Family Constellations

  (P12) Multidimensional Energetics

Member / Non Member  $165 / $190  $185 / $210  $205 / $230

Full Time Student*  $110  $130  $150

*You must be a full time graduate student and join ACEP as a student. Submit copy of student 
ID card with registration.

Register Now at energypsychologyconference.com 
Or mail/fax registrations to: 
ACEP, 233 E Lancaster Ave., Suite 104, Ardmore, PA 19003, USA
Phone: 619-861-2237 • Fax: 484-418-1019 • Email: admin@energypsych.org

3. Post-Conference Registration  
(Monday, June 6 - Tuesday, June 7)  Please check one category

Registration deadlines: 2/16 - 4/4 4/5 - 5/16 After 5/16

One Day Post-Conference (Monday)  Pricing is only with conference.  
Visit energypsych.org for stand-alone pricing.

 Integrating Mindfulness & Energy Psychology  Heart Assisted Therapy

Member / Non Member  $165 / $190  $185 / $210  $205 / $230

Full Time Student*  $110  $130  $150

CEP Level 2: Two Day Post-Conference (Mon-Tues) 

Member / Non Member  $355 / $395  $395 / $435  $435 / $475

Full Time Student*  $230  $270  $310

4. Special Events & Products

  $30   Thursday Lipton Keynote  (Free with pre-conference workshops) 

  $30   Friday Together We Light Up the World

  $70   Saturday 18th Annual Gala Dinner & Dancing 
  Ribs  Chicken  Veggie Tart 

  $49   Online Audio Library Bonus  (1 yr subscription)

5. Total Fees & Payment 
Payment must be sent with your registration form (US$ only). All non-US 
members will be charged US$ equivalent when credit card is processed.

Total Fee Less Group Discount Subtotal

Main Conference $ $ $

Pre-Conference $ N/A $

Post-Conference $ N/A $

Special Events $ N/A $

GRAND TOTAL $

  Enclosed is my check payable to ACEP in the amount of $____________________  
(Payment from outside the U.S. must be made with credit card)

  Charge $ _______________ to the following card:  

  VISA     Discover    MasterCard (Sorry, American Express not accepted)

 Card # _____________________________________________________________________

 Expiration Date ____________________ Security Code __________________________  

 Name as appears on card _____________________________________________________

 Credit Card Billing Address ___________________________________________________

 Signature ___________________________________________________________________

  PayPal invoice to the following email: ______________________________ 

First conference?  

 Yes     No

ACEP Member?  

 Yes     No
To be eligible for the member registration fee, you 
must be a current ACEP member through June 2016.

Registrations must be postmarked, faxed or web registered by dates indicated, without exception, to receive  
discounted rates. All registrations received after 5pm Eastern time on May 20 will be processed as on-site  
registrations at the on-site rate. Once your conference registration form is received and processed, you will receive 
an email confirmation. Please allow ten days for processing. Cancellations/Refunds: Cancel before Monday, April 18, 
2016: full refund; Between April 19 and May 20, 2016: refund less $60 processing fee; After May 20: no refunds. 

ACEP grievance policy: If you have a grievance related to any workshop issue, please contact Executive Director 
Robert Schwarz at (619) 861-2237 or email acep_ed@energypsych.org
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